This paper is a contribution to the study of Borel equivalence relations on standard Borel spaces (i.e., Polish spaces equipped with their Borel structure). In mathematics one often deals with problems of classification of objects up to some notion of equivalence by invariants. Frequently these objects can be viewed as elements of a standard Borel space X and the equivalence turns out to be a Borel equivalence relation E on X. A complete classification of X up to E consists of finding a set of invariants I and a map c : X →
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E ∼ B F means that X/E, Y /F have the same "Borel cardinality", while E < B F means that X/E has strictly smaller "Borel cardinality" than that of Y/F . Thus the study of the (pre-)order ≤ B on Borel equivalence relations can also be viewed as the study of the "Borel cardinalities" of their quotient spaces.
In the beginning the structure of ≤ B is quite simple. Denoting by X also the equality relation on a standard Borel space X, and letting n be any such space of finite cardinality n, we have that the following is an initial segment of ≤ B :
1 < B 2 < B 3 < B · · · < B N, and N < B E for any Borel equivalence E not in this sequence. The first nontrivial theorem concerning the structure of Borel equivalence relations under ≤ B is the Silver Dichotomy (see Silver [32] ) which asserts that any Borel (in fact even coanalytic) equivalence relation on a Polish space has either countably many or else perfectly many equivalence classes, in the sense that there is a perfect set any two distinct elements of which belong to different equivalence classes. This shows that a strong form of the Continuum Hypothesis is valid for quotient spaces of Borel equivalence relations. It implies that
is an initial segment of ≤ B and R < B E for any Borel equivalence relation E not in this list.
For the next step, notice that the equivalence relations E ≤ B R are exactly those for which there is a Borel map f : X → Y , where X is the space of E and Y some standard Borel space, such that xEy ⇔ f (x) = f (y). Such equivalence relations are called tame (or smooth or concretely classifiable as they can be completely classified by invariants which are members of some standard Borel space). The canonical example of a non-tame equivalence relation is the Vitali equivalence relation E 0 on R:
Thus R < B E 0 . The second dichotomy theorem for Borel equivalence relations, called the General Glimm-Effros Dichotomy (see Harrington-Kechris-Louveau [14] ), asserts that for any Borel equivalence relation E, either E is tame or else contains a (Borel) copy of E 0 , and so E 0 ≤ B E. (This generalizes earlier results of Glimm [12] and Effros [6] .) Thus we have that
is an initial segment of ≤ B and E 0 < B E for any Borel equivalence relation E not in this list.
The linearity of the order ≤ B breaks down beyond E 0 . This has been known for some time but it has been amplified more recently by results of Woodin (unpublished), who showed that there are uncountably many pairwise ≤ B -incomparable Borel equivalence relations, and then by Louveau-Velickovic [25] , who showed that the partial order of subsets of the integers under inclusion modulo finite sets embeds into ≤ B on Borel equivalence relations. This non-linearity is in fact a crucial point in which Borel cardinality theory differs from the classical Cantor cardinality theory.
We now turn our attention to a particular class of Borel equivalence relations, the so-called countable ones. A Borel equivalence relation E on X is called countable if every equivalence class [x] E is countable. A typical example is the equivalence relation induced by a Borel action of a countable group on a standard Borel space, e.g., the one induced by the orbits of a single Borel automorphism. Conversely, a theorem of Feldman-Moore [8] asserts that every countable Borel equivalence relation is induced by a Borel action of a countable group. Such equivalence relations have long been studied in ergodic theory and the theory of operator algebras (see, e.g., the surveys [27] and [30] ). It also turns out that many equivalence relations, although not necessarily countable, nevertheless are up to ∼ B countable, so they fall, for our purposes, in the domain of countable Borel equivalence relations. These include, for example, all the equivalence relations induced by Borel actions of second countable locally compact groups (e.g., Lie groups); see Feldman-Hahn-Moore [7] and Kechris [20] . Also the isomorphism relation on various classes of countable models, which in some sense have "finite type", e.g., finitely generated groups, locally finite connected graphs, finite rank torsion-free abelian groups, turn out to be ∼ B to countable Borel equivalence relations (see Hjorth-Kechris [16] ). There is thus a great variety of interesting examples of (up to ∼ B ) countable Borel equivalence relations occurring in many areas of mathematics. See, for example, the papers [19] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [5] , [18] and the references contained therein, for further information concerning the descriptive study of countable Borel equivalence relations. The facts we are about to state in the next paragraph come from the last paper.
To get some feeling about the general structure of ≤ B on countable Borel equivalence relations, we first note that there is a largest one, naturally dubbed universal, and denoted by E ∞ . Thus E ∞ is countable Borel and E ≤ B E ∞ for every countable Borel E. Such an E ∞ is uniquely determined up to ∼ B . Thus, excluding the tame ones (which are those in the list 1, 2, 3, · · · , N, R), all countable Borel equivalence relations fall in the interval
(This should be contrasted to the situation concerning general Borel equivalence relations, where, by a result of Friedman-Stanley [9] , for every Borel equivalence relation E there is a Borel equivalence relation F with E < B F .) It also turns out that there are intermediate ones:
The first examples were found by applying results of Adams [1] , [2] , and thus made heavy use of methods and results of ergodic theory. However, rather remarkably, and despite the great plethora of examples of countable Borel equivalence relations, until recently, only two examples of distinct up to ∼ B intermediate relations had been found, say E, F , and they satisfied E 0 < B E < B F < B E ∞ . In particular, it has been a long-standing problem in this theory whether there are incomparable under ≤ B countable Borel equivalence relations (see, e.g., Kechris [19] ).
The first main result of this paper provides an affirmative answer to this problem and in fact shows that the partial order ≤ B on countable Borel equivalence relations is quite complex.
Theorem 1. The partial ordering of Borel sets under inclusion can be embedded in the partial (pre-)order of countable Borel equivalence relations under Borel reducibility. More precisely, there is a map A → E A assigning to each Borel subset of 2 N , A, a countable Borel equivalence relation, E A , so that
A 1 ⊆ A 2 ⇔ E A1 ≤ B E A2 .
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In particular, this shows that every Borel partial ordering can be embedded into ≤ B on countable Borel equivalence relations.
Our second main result computes the exact descriptive complexity of the relations ≤ B , ∼ B on countable Borel equivalence relations. We first fix a parametrization of binary Borel relations on a standard Borel space, which for definiteness we take to be the Baire space N N . This consists of a Π in one place and present them in as detailed and self-contained way as possible, for the convenience of the reader who is not familiar with these kinds of methods.
In Section 3, we use the Superrigidity Theorems of Zimmer [35] to derive some cocycle reduction results that we will need in the proofs of our main theorems. Although the presentation here is much more detailed than is customary in a paper written for experts in the ergodic theory of linear algebraic groups, it is still far from self-contained and depends heavily on results from this theory (as well as from the theory of linear algebraic groups that are needed here). At least every attempt has been made to state explicitly the results that are being quoted, and give precise references to standard books, whenever possible. In Section 4, the results in the preceding section are put together to give the proof of Theorem 1 and in Section 5 of Theorem 2. Section 6 contains an application of these ideas to another problem that has received attention recently, namely the issue of the complexity of the isomorphism problem for torsion-free abelian groups of finite rank. See Hjorth-Kechris [16] and Hjorth [15] for some background on this problem. We denote by ∼ =n the isomorphism relation on torsion-free abelian groups of rank ≤ n. These are, up to isomorphism, simply the subgroups of (Q n , +). We also denote by ∼ = * n the restriction of ∼ =n to the rigid groups, i.e., those whose only automorphisms are x → ±x. There is a classical result of Baer which classifies torsion-free abelian groups of rank 1. However, it has been a long-standing problem in abelian group theory whether a satisfactory classification can be found for rank 2 or higher groups (see Fuchs [10] ). As it is not hard to see that ∼ =n is ∼ B to a countable Borel equivalence relation, one can place all this in the context of the theory of countable Borel equivalence relations and try to compute the complexity of the classification problem for ∼ =n and
It has been conjectured in Hjorth-Kechris [16] 
This is still open but if correct it would quantify the exact complexity of the classification problem of rank 2 or higher torsion-free abelian groups, and would show that in some sense no simple classification is possible. Recently Hjorth [15] has taken a first step in that direction by showing that E 0 < B ( ∼ =n) for n ≥ 2, and Thomas [33] extended this by showing that E 0 < B ( ∼ = * n ) for n ≥ 2. Thus the classification problem for rigid rank 2 torsion-free abelian groups is, in some precise sense, definitely more complex than that of the rank 1 case. We prove in Section 6 the following result which shows that for rigid groups the complexity increases with the rank.
Theorem 3. For any
In particular, this shows that ∼ = * n is not universal for any n. Finally, in Section 7 we discuss some additional facts that can be proved by the methods used in this paper and discuss some open problems.
of G on X. We denote by E X G the corresponding equivalence relation
by G · x the orbit of x, and by G x = {g : g · x = x} the stabilizer of x.
For a standard Borel space X (i.e., a Polish space equipped with its Borel structure) by a measure on X we will always mean a probability Borel measure on X. Such a measure is non-atomic if µ({x}) = 0, ∀x ∈ X. The measures on X also form a standard Borel space denoted by P (X). If f : X → Y is Borel and µ ∈ P (X), then A Borel equivalence relation on a standard Borel space X is an equivalence relation E ⊆ X 2 which is a Borel set in X 2 . It is countable if every equivalence class [x] E , x ∈ X, is countable. Every countable Borel equivalence relation E on X is of the form E = E X G , for a Borel action of a countable group G on X (FeldmanMoore [8] ; see also Kechris [21] , 18.16). A measure µ on X is called E-invariant if it is G-invariant for any countable G with E = E X G (this is easily seen to be independent of G and the action). It is E-ergodic if every E-invariant Borel set A ⊆ X has µ-measure 0 or 1.
Finally, given equivalence relations E, F on standard Borel spaces X, Y , resp., we say that E is Borel reducible to F , in symbols,
We call such an f a reduction of E into F . We also let
Basic facts about cocycles
Let G be a lcsc group, and X a standard Borel G-space with invariant probability Borel measure µ. Let H be a lcsc group. A cocycle of this G-space into H is a Borel map α :
(x).
If this equation holds for all x we say that α is a strict cocycle. If β : G × X → H is also a cocycle, we say that α is equivalent or cohomologous to β, in symbols α ∼ β, if there is a Borel map A : X → H such that for all g ∈ G,
µ-a.e.(x).
This is clearly an equivalence relation.
For example, suppose that
The main results in this paper are based on various theorems that show that cocycles α as above, under certain circumstances, reduce, i.e., are equivalent to, cocycles β, whose range β(G × X) is contained in a "small" subgroup of H. The following elementary reformulation is useful for this purpose. We need the following terminology, using the above notation: If H acts on some set Y , then a function 
, where λ is the Haar measure on G. Now the set
is Borel (see, e.g., Kechris [21] , 17.25) and, by the translation invariance of λ, G- 
We will next discuss the concepts of induced actions and cocycles. Suppose Γ ⊆ G is a closed subgroup of G and fix a Borel transversal T for the left-cosets of Γ with 1 ∈ T (so T meets every such coset in exactly one point). We can clearly identify T with G/Γ, identifying t with tΓ. So the action of G on G/Γ induces a Borel action of G on T given by g · t = the unique element of T in the coset gtΓ.
Also let
Then it is easy to check that ρ is a strict cocycle, ρ : G × T → Γ. We call this the cocycle associated to Γ (and the choice of T ). Now assume Γ acts in a Borel way on a standard Borel space X with invariant measure µ. Assume also that Γ is a lattice in G, i.e., Γ is discrete and the action of G on G/Γ, and thus equivalently on T , admits an invariant probability Borel measure, say ν. We define the induced action of G as follows: Let Y = X × T and define the action of G on Y by
It is easy to check, using Fubini, that µ × ν is an invariant measure for this action:
and call this the induced cocycle.
We have the following fact. 
We then claim that Φ is ρ-invariant, i.e., for any g ∈ G,
.(t).
Indeed,
.(x, t).
Thus for ν-a.e.(t) and using the Γ-invariance of µ to substitute ρ(g, t)
and, since
this shows that
.(t).
We now claim that this implies that there is a fixed point p ∈ U for the Γ-action, i.e., γ · p = p for all γ ∈ Γ. Granting this we have for any γ ∈ Γ,
so putting γ · x for x and using again the Γ-invariance of µ, we have
To prove the existence of such a fixed point p we argue as follows (see Zimmer
So, by Fubini, there is t 0 ∈ T such that for almost all g ∈ G (with respect to the Haar measure),
. Then viewing now Φ as defined on G/Γ by identifying t ∈ T with tΓ ∈ G/Γ, and using the translation invariance of the Haar measure, we conclude that for almost 
To prove the claim, notice that there is a canonical bijection between the double cosets H 1 hH 0 , h ∈ H, of (H 1 , H 0 ) and the orbits of the H 1 action on H/H 0 , namely Suppose again that G acts on X preserving a measure µ. By a finite extension of this action we mean a standard Borel G-spaceX with an invariant measureμ, together with a Borel map π :X → X such that (i) for all g ∈ G and for all x ∈X, we have
The argument in the next proposition is similar to that of the proof of [35] 
and let π(x, hH 0 ) = x. We giveX the product measure µ × ν, where ν is the counting measure on H/H 0 . Clearly this is a finite extension of X. Consider the second projection map ρ(x, hH 0 ) = hH 0 , ρ :X → H/H 0 . It is clearlyα-invariant, so by 2.1,α is equivalent to a cocycle taking values into H 0 . So it only remains to show that µ × ν is ergodic. Assume A ⊆X is a Ginvariant Borel set and
∅, otherwise.
Then considering the obvious action of H on F (induced by its action on H/H
and there is β with α ∼ β and β taking values in the stabilizer (in H) of s 0 , say
Proposition 2.6. Suppose that X is a standard Borel G-space with ergodic, invariant measure µ. Let α : G × X → H be a cocycle. LetX be a finite extension of X andα : G ×X → H the lift of α. Ifα is equivalent to a cocycle taking values in a compact subgroup of H, then α is equivalent to a cocycle taking values in a compact subgroup of H.
Proof. Sayα ∼β withβ(G ×X) ⊆ K, K a compact subgroup of H. Then, by 2.1 there is a Borel mapf :X → H/K which isα-invariant. Let F be the standard Borel space of non-empty finite subsets of H/K and let f : X → F be defined by f (x) =f (π −1 (x)). Then it is easy to check that f is α-invariant. By considering the obvious action of H on F (induced by the action of H on H/K), we conclude, using 2.2, that, if this action is tame, then α is equivalent to a cocycle taking values into the stabilizer of some point for the action of H on F , which is clearly compact.
To see that this action is tame, it is enough to check, for each n, that the action of H on the subsets of H/K of cardinality n is tame, and this is the same as checking that the action of H × S n (S n = the symmetric group in n elements) on the space of distinct n-tuples a 1 , · · · , a n from H/K is tame, where
it is enough to check that the action of H on the space of distinct n-tuples is tame. Call E the corresponding equivalence relation. Now the action of K on the space of distinct n-tuples is tame, as K is compact. Denote by E its corresponding equivalence relation. Let ϑ :
Here is the final fact that we will need. Proposition 2.7. Suppose X is a standard Borel G-space with ergodic, invariant measure and α :
x). Assume that α is equivalent to a cocycle taking values in a compact subgroup of H. Then α is equivalent to a cocycle taking values in a compact subgroup of H.
Proof. Suppose α ∼ β with β (G × X) ⊆ K, K a compact subgroup of H. Then, by 2.1, there is an α -invariant map f : X → H/K. As in the proof of 2.3, let U be the space of all Borel maps from X into H/K, two functions being identified if they agree a.e. Let G act on U by
Then f is π(G )-invariant, so the orbit of f under G is finite, say equal to the
, which means that f * is α-invariant, where we view H as acting on F by the action induced from the action of H on H/K. Now the action of H on F is tame, by the proof in 2.6, and has compact stabilizers, so, by 2.2, α is equivalent to a cocycle taking values in a compact subgroup of H.
Cocycle reduction results

Recall that a lcsc group
Also a lcsc group G is called a Kazhdan group (or a group with property (T)) if for any unitary representation π : G → U (H), where U (H) is the unitary group of a separable Hilbert space H, if π almost has invariant vectors (i.e., for every > 0 and every compact K ⊆ G there is a unit vector v ∈ H such that π(g)(v) − v < , ∀g ∈ K), then π has a non-0 invariant vector. 
Next we will review some cocycle reduction results for actions of algebraic groups. We will adapt the terminology and (with some minor exceptions) the notation of [35] , Chapter 3. In particular, we take Ω to be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 containing R and all p-adic fields Q p , p a prime. Then an algebraic group G is a subgroup of some GL n (Ω) (= the group of invertible n × n matrices over Ω), which is Zariski closed in GL n (Ω), i.e., consists of all matrices M in GL n (Ω) which satisfy a set of equations f 1 
−1 ∈ A}, and define for any algebraic group G ⊆ GL n (Ω),
In particular, if G is a k-group and A = k, G(k) is the group of all matrices in G with coefficients in k.
The topology of an algebraic group G is always the Zariski topology on G. When G is a k-group and k is one of the fields R, C, Q p , then G(k), as a group of matrices over these fields, is a lcsc group with the topology it inherits from k n 2 . So any topological notions about the group G(k) refer to this topology (sometimes called the Hausdorff topology to distinguish it from the Zariski topology).
The proofs of our main results are based on the superrigidity theorems of Zimmer [35] . We only state the particular instances of these results that we need.
The first result is a special case of [35] , 10. 
that α is not equivalent to any cocycle with range contained in L(Q q ). Then α is equivalent to a cocycle with range contained in a compact subgroup of H(Q q ).
We will briefly comment on why this is a special case of Zimmer [35] , 10.1.6. We take S = {p} in that theorem, so that our G is G p in his notation, and rank(G) = Q p -rank(G) (see top of page 189 in [35] -note however that what he calls G is our G(Q p )). Then by the first paragraph of Chapter 10, page 187 of this book, the hypothesis that Q p -rank(G) ≥ 2 implies that G(Q p ) is not compact and thus has no compact factors, i.e., there is no proper normal Q p -subgroup H ⊆ G with G(Q p )/H(Q p ) compact, since the hypothesis of almost Q p -simplicity means exactly that every such H is finite. Finally, we have to check that X is an irreducible G(Q p )-space, which according to the definition used in this context in page 188, line 5 in [35] (with the word "proper" omitted in this line, being a typo), this reduces in our case to the fact that the action is ergodic, since almost Q p -simplicity means exactly that there are no infinite normal Q p -subgroups of G. Thus all the hypotheses of 10.1.6 are satisfied. Then since, in the notation of 10.1.6, k = Q q in our case with q = p, (b), (c) of this theorem do not apply, thus by (a), α is equivalent to a cocycle with values in a compact subgroup of H(Q q ).
The second and final superrigidity result that we will need is the following, which is a special case of [35] , 5.2.5. We will again briefly comment on why this is a special case of [35] , 5.2.5. Since G(R) is connected, we have that G 0 R in Zimmer's notation, which is the connected component of the identity in G(R) with respect to the Hausdorff topology (see page 35, paragraph 4), is the same as G(R). The irreducibility condition (see [35] 
We are now ready to derive a cocycle reduction result that we will need in Section 4.
Below let F be the quadratic form defined by
and let SO F be the Q-group (thus Q p -group) of all 7 × 7 matrices preserving F and having determinant 1, that is, all 7 × 7 matrices A with det(A) = 1, AA t = I. Note that SO F (R) is compact. Consequently, for any set S of primes, the group
) may be thought of as a lattice in p∈S SO F (Q p ). In the sequel, we will be using induction of cocycles together with 10.1.6 of [35] to show that, if S and T are sets of primes and if S = T , then a finite measure preserving action of Γ S cannot be reducible to a free finite measure preserving action of Γ T .
Fix an integer n ≥ 3. Note, for all primes p, that Γ p = SL n (Z[1/p]) is a lattice in SL n (R)×SL n (Q p ); moreover, if we project Γ p into SL n (Q p ), it becomes a dense subgroup, and is not a lattice. So, if p and q are distinct primes, then it will be difficult to use induction of cocycles and 10.1.6 of [35] to show that a finite measure preserving action of Γ p cannot be reducible to a free finite measure preserving action of Γ q . The problem is that the ambient groups are SL n (R)×SL n (Q p ) and SL n (R)×SL n (Q q ); these two groups have a common factor, making 10.1.6 of [35] difficult to apply. It may be possible to surmount this difficulty, but we avoid it entirely by using SO F in place of SL n .
We have the following cocycle reduction result. Proof. We will appropriately apply 3.3. We will first need a few lemmas. The following result is standard. The proof given is intended for non-experts in the theory of algebraic groups and its first part is addressed to those with some knowledge of model theory. Proof. For the first assertion notice that SO F over Ω is connected iff SO F over C is connected (as Ω and C are elementarily equivalent) and by [35] , page 35,
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SCOT ADAMS AND ALEXANDER S. KECHRIS 3rd paragraph, SO F over C is connected iff SO F (C) is connected in the Hausdorff topology, which is a standard fact (see Gorbatsevich et al. [13] , p. 23).
For the second assertion, we quote some results from Dieudonné [4] . Our group SO F is O (Ω, F ) (see section 13, page 25). But this center is trivial (again see Section 13), so
Proof. According to the definition in [35] , page 85, the Q p -rank of SO F is the maximal dimension of a Q p -subgroup of SO F , which can be diagonalized over Q p . It will then be enough to find a Q p -subgroup H of the diagonal matrices in GL 7 and a matrix M in GL 7 (Q p ), such that H has dimension ≥ 2 and M HM −1 ⊆SO F . This follows from some standard facts on quadratic forms over Q p . We use Serre [31] , Ch. IV, as a reference. By Serre [31] , Theorem 6 in page 36 and Definitions 7, 4 and Proposition 3 in pp. 32-33, the form 5 , g 6 , x 7 ) over Q p for some form g. Then if the matrix M ∈ GL 7 (Q p ) implements the equivalence and SO F is the Q-group of matrices in GL 7 preserving
. Let H be the group of all diagonal 7 × 7 matrices (λ 1 , · · · , λ 7 ) such that λ 1 λ 2 = 1, λ 3 λ 4 = 1 and λ 5 = λ 6 = λ 7 = 1. Then H is a Q-group, thus a Q p -group, and has dimension 2.
Note also that SO F is semisimple, i.e., the (solvable) radical of SO F , which is defined to be the maximal normal connected solvable subgroup of SO F , is trivial, since SO F is simple.
To be in a position to apply 3.3, we now consider the algebraic universal cover of SO F , say G (see the paragraph following 3.1.11 in Zimmer [35] or Margulis [26] , 1.4, particularly 1.4.12). This maneuver is necessary to ensure the hypothesis that the group is algebraically simply connected.
Then G is a connected semisimple Q p -group, which is also algebraically simply connected and almost Q p -simple. (Indeed, assume N is a proper normal Q psubgroup of G, and π : G → SO F is a Q p -isogeny, i.e., a Q p -epimorphism with finite kernel. Since SO F is simple as an abstract group, either π(N ) = 1 or π(N ) = SO F . In the former case, N is a finite subgroup of G. In the latter case, N has finite index in G, which contradicts the fact that G is connected.) Moreover, by 3.7 and Margulis [26] , 1.4.6(a), Q p -rank(G) ≥ 2 (in applying 1.4.6(a) recall that semisimple ⇒ reductive).
Let π : G → SO F as above be a Q p -isogeny. Then we can use π to lift the action of SO F (Q p ) on X to an action of
We claim that it suffices to show that α 1 is equivalent to a cocycle taking values in a compact subgroup, say K 1 , of SO F (Q q ). To see this argue as follows: In general, by Zimmer [35] , page 34, paragraph 6, when H 1 , H 2 are k-groups and ϕ : H 1 → H 2 a k-morphism, then ϕ(H 1 ) is a k-group and ϕ(H 1 (k)) is a subgroup of finite index in (ϕ(H 1 ))(k). Thus π(G(Q p )) has finite index in SO F (Q p ) (actually in this particular case it turns out that π(G(Q p )) = SO F (Q p ) -see Margulis [26] , page 42, line 7). So by 2.7, α is equivalent to a cocycle taking values in a compact subgroup of SO F (Q p ). Now G satisfies all the hypotheses of 3.3, but unfortunately we cannot take H = SO F (Q q ) and α = α 1 in 3.3. One problem is that α 1 might be equivalent to a cocycle with range contained in a proper subgroup of the form L(Q q ) for a Q q -subgroup L ⊆ H. So we proceed as follows:
Call a cocycle β : Now let C denote the collection of all Q q -subgroups L of SO F such that there is a cocycle β :
By the descending chain condition for algebraic groups, there is a minimal element H in C. Then choose a cocycle β : Now H might not be semisimple, so let R be the (solvable) radical of H and S = H/R, τ : H → S the canonical epimorphism. Then S is a connected semisimple Q q -group and τ is a Q q -morphism. By Margulis [26] , first two paragraphs of 0.24 in pages 20, 21, there are normal connected almost Q q -simple, Q q -subgroups of S, say G 1 , · · · , G k , so that the multiplication operation from G 1 × · · · × G k into S is an isogeny (i.e., an epimorphism with finite kernel), say ρ. Let Z i be the center of G i and let S i = G i /Z i . Then since G i is connected and almost Q q -simple, every normal Q q -subgroup is finite, so contained in the center (see Margulis [26] , 0.18), so S i is a connected Q q -simple, Q q -group, and since the kernel of ρ is finite it must be contained in the center of G 1 × · · · × G k , since this group is connected. So the kernel of ρ is contained in the product Z 1 × · · · × Z k and there is a canonical
. Now all the hypotheses of 3.3 are clearly satisfied for (H(Q q ) ). Suppose that, viewed as a cocycle into S i (Q q ), β i is equivalent to a cocycle taking values in L(Q q ), where L is a proper Q q -subgroup of S i . Apply 2.4 to get that, as a cocycle into σ i (H(Q q )), β i is equivalent to a cocycle with values in The following cocycle reduction result will be needed in Section 6. Proof. The argument is similar to that of 3.5, using 3.4 instead of 3.3, so we will only indicate the changes. First since SL n (C) is connected (see, e.g., Gorbatsevich et al. [13] , page 22, Prop. 4.4), so is SL n . Also SL n (R) is connected (same reference). Every normal subgroup of SL n (K), K any field of characteristic 0, is contained in its center which is finite (see Rotman [29] , 8.9 and 9.4.6). In particular, SL n is semisimple. Finally, R-rank(SL n (R)) = n − 1 (see Zimmer [35] , page 85, first paragraph), so since n ≥ 3 all the hypotheses about G = SL n (R) in 3.4 are satisfied.
Then, by repeating the argument in 3.5, we end up with a cocycle of the action of SL n (R) on X into a group of the form S i (k), where k = Q p or R, and S i is a connected k-simple, k-group for which there is a k-epimorphism from H onto S i , where H is a connected k-subgroup of H m . We have to conclude that this cocycle is equivalent to one with values in some compact subgroup of S i (k). Applying 3.4, this is the case unless k = R and there is a non-trivial R-morphism ρ from SL n into S i . But this is impossible, since the dimension of S i is less than or equal to that of H m , which is m 2 − 1, and thus strictly smaller to that of SL n , which is n 2 − 1, and the kernel of ρ is finite (see Humphreys [17] , 7.4).
Finally, we need that SL n (R), for n ≥ 3, is Kazhdan (see de la Harpe and Valette [3] , 2.a.4, page 21).
We conclude this section with the proof of a well-known fact that we will need in the next section. 
Finally it is easy to check that f (Γ) is discrete in H. 
Embedding Borel sets under inclusion
Our goal in this section is to prove the first main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 4.1. The partial ordering of Borel sets under inclusion can be embedded in the partial (pre)order of countable Borel equivalence relations under Borel reducibility. More precisely, there is a map A → E A assigning to each Borel subset of 2 N , A, a countable Borel equivalence relation, E A , so that
The proof of 4.1 is based on the following result.
Theorem 4.2.
There is a map x → E x assigning to each x ∈ 2 N a countable Borel equivalence relation E x on 2 N such that: 
that is, the direct sum of the E x with x ∈ A. This is precisely defined as follows: E A is an equivalence relation on A × 2 N , and → (x, y) ). On the other hand, we claim that
, and so, in particular, We will devote the rest of this section to the proof of Theorem 4.2. For any infinite countable group Γ, consider the compact Polish space 2 Γ of all functions from Γ into 2 = {0, 1} with the product topology (so that it is homeomorphic to 2 N ). Γ acts on 2
We denote by E(Γ, 2) the associated equivalence relation
xE(Γ, 2)y ⇔ ∃g(g · x = y).
We also let F (Γ, 2) be the restriction of E(Γ, 2) to the free part of the action, i.e.,
where Fr Γ = {x ∈ 2 Γ : ∀g = 1(g · x = x)}. We also denote by µ Γ the product measure on 2 Γ (where each bit in {0, 1} has measure 1/2). It is clearly invariant under the shift action and it is non-atomic. The next lemma is quite standard.
Proof. It is clearly enough to show that for each g = 1, X g = {x ∈ 2 Γ : ∀h(x(gh) = x(h))} has µ Γ -measure 0. It is clear that if x ∈ X g , then x is constant on each right coset g h, h ∈ Γ, of the subgroup g generated by g. Since either g is infinite or there are infinitely many cosets, this implies that µ Γ (X g ) = 0.
If ∆ is a subgroup of Γ, then also ∆ acts on 2
Γ by left shift and we denote by E(∆, Γ, 2) the corresponding equivalence relation, so that
The following lemma is also standard. In fact, the action of Γ on 2 Γ turns out to be mixing, a property which is inherited by infinite subgroups of Γ, and which implies ergodicity. For the sake of completeness, we include a proof which does not depend on understanding the mixing property.
Lemma 4.4. For any infinite subgroup
Consider the Boolean algebra A of clopen subsets of 2 Γ . Denote by MALG µΓ the measure algebra of µ Γ , i.e., the Boolean algebra of Borel subsets of 2 Γ modulo sets of µ Γ -measure 0. Then A is dense in MALG µΓ (see, e.g., Kechris [21] , 17.43]), so for each n there is A n ∈ A with µ Γ (X + A n ) → 0, where + denotes here the symmetric difference of two sets. Now each A n is a finite union of sets of the form
where s : F → 2, for some finite subset F ⊆ Γ. Call F the support of N s and if
Recall that SO F is the Q-group of all 7× 7 matrices A with det(A) = 1, AA t = I. For each non-empty subset S of primes, let Z[S −1 ] be the ring of rationals whose denominators (in reduced form) have prime factors in S, and let
be the set of all 7×7 matrices in SO F with coefficients in Z[S −1 ]. Let E S = F (Γ S , 2) and X S = Fr ΓS , µ S = µ ΓS . Then we have the following lemma:
Granting this, we can prove 4.2 as follows: Let π be a Borel function from 2 N into the power set of the primes (which we identify with 2 P , P = the set of primes) so that each π(x) is infinite and
i.e., {π(x)} x∈2 N is an almost disjoint family of subsets of primes. (The existence of such a Borel function π is a standard fact and here is a quick proof: It is clearly enough to replace P by N. Fix a bijection : 2 <N → N of the set of finite sequences s 0 , · · · , s n−1 from N with N, and for
and µ x = µ π(x) . Then (i)-(iii) of 4.2 are clear. (Literally E x is not an equivalence relation on 2 N but it can be considered as such by fixing Borel bijections of each X π(x) with 2 N , uniformly in x.)
Proof of Lemma 4.5. Fix p ∈ S \ T , and consider Γ
. By 4.4 the measure µ S is ergodic and invariant for the action of Γ p on X S . We can now define the following strict Borel cocycle α :
which exists since xE S y ⇒ f (x)E T f (y), and the action of Γ T is free.
Since, by 3.9, Γ p is a Kazhdan group, it follows from 3.2 that α ∼ β, where [35] , B. 9 (on page 200), we can also assume that β is a strict cocycle.
is identified with (g, · · · , g) in this product and similarly for elements of Zimmer [35] , 10.1.1 (since SO F is a connected semisimple Q-group), and so by 3.10, it is a lattice in SO F (Q p ).
Consider the action of Γ p on (X S , µ S ) and the strict cocycle β : Γ p × X S → Γ T0 . Using Section 2 (paragraph following 2.2), consider the induced Borel action of SO F (Q p ) on Y (which also has an invariant, ergodic measure) and the induced strict cocycleβ :
Then by 2.4, now viewingβ as a cocycle into Γ T0 , we have thatβ ∼ β where β :
. Since Γ T is countable, find some Borel set N 0 ⊆ X S of positive µ S -measure, such that A is constant, say with value A 0 , on N 0 , and, since Γ p is countable, we can assume that
it follows that as g varies over Γ p so that g · x ∈ N 0 , f(g · x) takes only finitely many values. Let M 0 = Γ p · N 0 be the Γ p -saturation of N 0 . Then M 0 has µ S -measure 1 by ergodicity. Moreover, the map on M 0 defined by
is Γ p -invariant and assigns in a Borel way to x a finite subset of X T , so, by ergodicity again, it is fixed on a Borel set M 1 ⊆ M 0 of µ S -measure 1. Note that if x 0 ∈ M 0 , then F (x) is a finite subset of the E T -class which f assigns to the E S -class containing Γ p ·x. Hence f maps M 1 into a single E T -class. Finally, let M = Γ S ·M 1 . Then clearly M is a Borel E S -invariant subset of µ S -measure 1 which is mapped into a single E T -class. (
, for all x ∈ X (see Kechris [21] , 35.5). It is straightforward, using Kechris [21] , 29.19 , that
and it is also easy to check that
Recall that a set A in a standard Borel space X is called Σ Proof. We will prove in fact the stronger statement that there is a fixed countable Borel equivalence relation E * such that the countable Borel equivalence relations to which E * Borel reduces, resp. which are Borel bi-reducible with E * , are both Σ 1 2 -complete or more precisely that
The relation E * is simply defined as follows: For any countable Borel equivalence relation E on X let cE be the sum of continuum many copies of E. We view cE as defined on 
(where we can of course view all of these as living on N N ).
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Consider a tree T on N × N (see Kechris [21] , 2.1). Each such T defines a closed
Associate with T the following countable Borel equivalence relation, where ∆ is the equality relation on N N :
∆.
Let us say that a closed set
The main observation that we will use in the calculation of the complexity of E * ≤ , E * ∼ is now the following:
Lemma 5.2. For each tree T we have
E * ≤ B E T ⇔ E * ∼ B E T ⇔ [T ] admits a full Borel uniformization. Proof. Since E T ≤ B (x,y)∈(N N ) 2 E * x ≤ B x (cE * x ) ∼ =B x c(cE x ) ∼ =B x cE x = E * , where ∼ =B denotes Borel isomorphism, clearly E * ≤ B E T ⇔ E * ∼ B E T .
Now assume that [T ] admits a full Borel uniformization, say f . View E *
x as being defined on N N and E * as defined on
and let g :
Then g is a Borel reduction of E * into E T . Conversely, let the Borel function g :
. By applying ergodicity one more time, we conclude that (u(x), f(x)) ∈ [T ] and there is a Borel set of µ x -measure 1, N x , so that E x |N x ≤ B E u(x) , so by 4.2(ii), u(x) = x. So clearly f is a full uniformization of [T ] and it only remains to check that it is Borel. To see this, notice that the graph of f is given by 
Following up a conversation with one of the authors, John Steel first found a proof of this using non-standard models. We give below a different proof based on effective descriptive set theory. We assume that the reader is familiar with this theory as exposed for example in Moschovakis [28] . We will first need some simple facts about trees (see Kechris [21] , Section 2). Let S, T be trees on sets A, B, resp. We let S T ⇔ there is a strictly monotone map
Also let S * T be the tree on A × B given by
Then, recalling that a tree is called illfounded if it has an infinite branch, we clearly have that S * T is illfounded iff both S, T are illfounded, so S * T is wellfounded (i.e., not illfounded) iff at least one of S, T is wellfounded. Moreover, if S is wellfounded but T is illfounded, then clearly S S * T . To see this, let x ∈ [T ] be an infinite branch of T and define ϕ(s) = (s, x|length(s)). Finally, recall that the set WF for all wellfounded trees is Π 
, let f also be a recursive function such that f (x, y) is a tree on N for all x, y and
where is an appropriate recursive coding of the objects indicated by a member of
which shows that
2 admits a full Borel uniformization iff there is a parameter p ∈ N N such that for every x there is y ∈ ∆ 1 1 (x, p) with (x, y) ∈ C (Moschovakis [28] , 4D.4). So it is enough to show that:
⇒: Let T 0 be a fixed recursive illfounded tree, e.g.,
Given any x we now have to find y, T, v, ϕ ∈ ∆ 
, a contradiction (Moschovakis [28] , 4D.16). Therefore there is also some ϕ 1 :
, which is strictly monotone. Thus if we choose T = T 0 , y, T, v, ϕ works.
(ii) ω = ω
Since ω
It is also comeager, so it has an element y ∈ ∆ 
Then it is quite standard that FP is a Π
U (x) = {(s, t) | length(s) = length(t) and (x|length(s), s, t) ∈ U }. Let a ∈ A . Then there is some g ∈ G\{1 G } such that (g − 1 G )a = 0. Then if k is a non-zero row in g − 1 G , we have k · a = 0, where · denotes the standard dot product. This proves that a is not totally irrational. Choosing g 0 ∈ G such that g 0 a is in canonical position, we find that g 0 a is not totally irrational, so the index i of g 0 a is not 0. If q is the rational part of g 0 a, then we have g 0 a ∈ A iq , so
Then R|A ≤ B R|A 0 , so, by ergodicity of S, fix i ∈ {1, · · · , m} and q ∈ Q i such that S ≤ B R|A iq (a.e.). Since µ is not atomic, we see that |A iq | = 1, which
j by f (a 1 , · · · , a m ) = p(a i+1 , · · · , a m ). It remains to prove that f is a Borel reduction of R ms |A iq to R jr , whereupon we will have S ≤ B R jr (a.e.), contradicting the induction assumption. (ii) Recall from the introduction that there is a universal countable Borel equivalence relation E ∞ . This equivalence relation has many manifestations, i.e., there are various examples of countable Borel equivalence relations E with E ∼ B E ∞ . For example, the translation action of the free group with two generations F 2 acting on its subsets gives rise to a universal equivalence relation. It has been observed that there is no known free Borel action of a countable group which gives rise to a universal equivalence relation. So this led to the following open problem: Is there a countable group Γ and a free Borel action of Γ so that the corresponding equivalence relation is universal? We only remark that one can show by the methods used here that no Γ which is (up to isomorphism) a discrete subgroup of some GL n (C) or GL n (Q p ) can possibly work. is Borel reducible to E ∼ . From this it immediately follows that every Borel equivalence relation is Borel reducible to E ∼ and Gao [11] has extended this to show that every Σ 
